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1. Introduction

Let A be finite-dimensional lgebm over field K. By A-module we
shll mean always finitely generated left A-module on which the unity ele-
ment of A cts s identity operator. It is well known that the Krull-Schmidt
theorem holds for A-modules: ech module is direct sum of indecomposble
A-modules, nd these summnds re uniquely determined up to order of
occurrence nd A-isomorphism. Thus the problem of classifying A-modules
is reduced to that of finding the isomorphism classes of indecomposble A-
modules. We denote the set of these by M(A).
A central problem in the theory of group representations is that of deter-

mining set of representatives of M(A) for the special cse where A KG,
the group lgebra of finite group G over the field K. A definitive nswer
cn be given when the characteristic of K does not divide the group order
[G:I]; in this cse KG is. semisimple, ll indecomposble modules over KG re
irreducible, nd full set of non-isomorphic minimal left ideals of KG con-
stitute set of representatives of M(KG). For the cse where the charac-
teristic of K is p (p # 0), Higman [6] has proved the following remarkable
result: M(KG) is finite if and only if the p-Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic.
If such is the cse, Higmn obtained n upper bound on the number of ele-
ments of M(KG). A best possible upper bound ws lter obtained by Kasch,
Kupisch, nd Kneser [5].
We shll ttempt to elucidate Higmn’s theorem by considering in detail

the special cse where G is n belin p-group, nd K field of characteristic
p. We shll exhibit some new classes of indecomposable modules. How-
ever we shall show that the problem of computing M(KG), in cse G is not
cyclic, is t least s difficult s clssicul unsolved problem in mtrix theory.

It should be pointed out that the question of determining ll representa-
tions of p-group in field of chmcteristic p hs been extensively treated by
Bmhna [1, 2, 3] from somewhat different viewpoint. There is conse-
quently certain mount of overlapping between his results nd ours, but we
hve thought it best to mke this pper completely self-contined.

2. C-algebras
Inasmuch s we shll need to consider, together with modules over n

lgebm A, lso modules over sub- nd quotient-lgebms of A, we cnnot re-
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